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Go ahead and indulge in those irresistible 5" precut fabric squares. You've just
discovered 10 different ways to show them off! These quilts look terrific in a variety of
colors and give you lots of choices for small, quick gifts, plus a few larger ones.
Warning - this book contains some swearing and has a cliffhanger ending! Blood
doesn't just make her who she is...it also makes her what she is. Like being a sixteenyear-old vampire isn't hard enough, Tessa's throwback human genes make her an
outcast among her relatives. But try as she might, she can't get a handle on the
vampire lifestyle and all the...blood. Turning her back on the vamp world, she embraces
the human teenage lifestyle--high school, peer pressure and finding a boyfriend. Jared
manages to stir something in her blood. He's smart and fun and oh, so cute. But
Tessa's dream of having the perfect boyfriend turns into a nightmare when vampires
attack the movie theatre and kidnap her date. Once again, Tessa finds herself torn
between the human world and the vampire one. Will blood own out? Can she make
peace with who she is as well as what?
Most extensive, most ambitious, most thoroughly documented primary source of castiron architecture in 19th-century America. An architectural classic! 102 plates.
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Discover the restorative power of mandala meditation Relax your body, calm your mind,
and promote overall well-being with The Art of Mandala Meditation. This gorgeous
collection features inspirational instruction and more than eighty colorful mandala
illustrations that will help you find the comfort, healing, or inspiration you've been
seeking. With these mesmerizing designs, you'll finally be able to ease your mind and
free yourself from the obstacles that keep you from achieving inner peace. This book
also includes customizable blank mandalas to further your meditation and guide you
even deeper into tranquility. This beautiful volume is a must-have for anyone looking to
live a more balanced life.
Emergency Medicine Recall is an important addition to the successful RECALL series,
which uses a double-column, rapid-fire, question and answer format to help medical
students, residents, nurse practitioners, physician assistants and other healthcare
professionals to recall important information presented on wards. This information also
is critical for USMLE test preparation. The text contains many patient management
questions that are written in the emergency room setting, thus preparing students for
questions that address EM-specific issues.
This new book is the first full account, inside or outside government, of China’s efforts
to acquire foreign technology. Based on primary sources and meticulously researched,
the book lays bare China’s efforts to prosper technologically through others'
achievements. For decades, China has operated an elaborate system to spot foreign
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technologies, acquire them by all conceivable means, and convert them into weapons
and competitive goods—without compensating the owners. The director of the US
National Security Agency recently called it "the greatest transfer of wealth in history."
Written by two of America's leading government analysts and an expert on Chinese
cyber networks, this book describes these transfer processes comprehensively and in
detail, providing the breadth and depth missing in other works. Drawing upon previously
unexploited Chinese language sources, the authors begin by placing the new research
within historical context, before examining the People’s Republic of China’s policy
support for economic espionage, clandestine technology transfers, theft through
cyberspace and its impact on the future of the US. This book will be of much interest to
students of Chinese politics, Asian security studies, US defence, US foreign policy and
IR in general.
Presents a selection of the author's poems from throughout his life, from playful early
poems to themes of mourning and loss.
The story of an infamous crime, a revered map dealer with an unsavory secret, and the
ruthless subculture that consumed him Maps have long exerted a special fascination on
viewers—both as beautiful works of art and as practical tools to navigate the world. But
to those who collect them, the map trade can be a cutthroat business, inhabited by
quirky and sometimes disreputable characters in search of a finite number of extremely
rare objects. Once considered a respectable antiquarian map dealer, E. Forbes Smiley
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spent years doubling as a map thief —until he was finally arrested slipping maps out of
books in the Yale University library. The Map Thief delves into the untold history of this
fascinating high-stakes criminal and the inside story of the industry that consumed him.
Acclaimed reporter Michael Blanding has interviewed all the key players in this strangerthan-fiction story, and shares the fascinating histories of maps that charted the New
World, and how they went from being practical instruments to quirky heirlooms to highly
coveted objects. Though pieces of the map theft story have been written before,
Blanding is the first reporter to explore the story in full—and had the rare privilege of
having access to Smiley himself after he’d gone silent in the wake of his crimes.
Moreover, although Smiley swears he has admitted to all of the maps he stole, libraries
claim he stole hundreds more—and offer intriguing clues to prove it. Now, through a
series of exclusive interviews with Smiley and other key individuals, Blanding teases
out an astonishing tale of destruction and redemption. The Map Thief interweaves
Smiley’s escapades with the stories of the explorers and mapmakers he knew better
than anyone. Tracking a series of thefts as brazen as the art heists in Provenance and
a subculture as obsessive as the oenophiles in The Billionaire’s Vinegar, Blanding has
pieced together an unforgettable story of high-stakes crime.
Aspen Plus is on of the most popular process simulation software programs used
industrially and academically. Though the software is available at many corporations
and universities, there are no textbooks which are dedicated to teaching the step-byPage 4/14
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step use of the software. This book is designed to fill that need. The structure of the
book is unique in that it emulates a lecture /workshop classroom environment. Each
chapter starts with the equivalent of a classroom lecture followed by workshops which
provide experience in the chapter's subject matter. The enclosed CD contains
solutions, both in Aspen Plus and text formats, to examples imbedded in the text as
well as to all the workshops. There are also notes at the end of each chapter designed
to aid readers that have difficulty with the workshops. Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other
supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook file.
Presents a wealth of new information uncovered in the restoration of the Schroder
House.
Unrelenting hero of The Summer of Dead Toys, Inspector Hector Salgado returns in
another riveting crime thriller After a company retreat in a remote country house, senior
employees of Alemany Cosmetics return with a dark secret. They’ve each received an
anonymous, menacing email of only two words: “Never forget”. What’s worse, the
message is accompanied by a nightmarish photo attachment showing the bodies of
dogs—hung to death from a tree—near the very same farm estate they just visited. When
they begin killing themselves, one by one, the connection between the shocking photos
and the suicides baffles Barcelona law enforcement and corporate think tanks alike,
threatening a terrifying end for everyone involved. Breaking through the insular power
structures of these enigmatic executives isn't easy, but Inspector Salgado has his own
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ways of making those still alive speak up. As the clock is ticking before another suicide,
Salgado is doing all he can to bring the terror to an end. Meanwhile, his partner Leire,
bored on her maternity leave, remains fixated on Salgado’s missing wife, Ruth. She
refuses to give up on a case many—including Salgado—fear is hopeless. Antonio Hill
deftly braids these two stories together for a richly layered and darkly chilling thriller
about secrets, cover-ups, and devastating lies.
This authoritative and beautiful book presents the first continuous narrative history of
Latin American art from the years of the Independence movements in the 1820s up to
the present day. Exploring both the indigenous roots and the colonial and post-colonial
experiences of the various countries, the book investigates fascinating though littleknown aspects of nineteenth and twentieth-century art and also provides a context for
the contemporary art of the continent.
Thirteen-year-old Siena's visions of the past intensify when her family moves to the
Maine coast in hopes that her little brother will begin speaking, and she connects with
residents of the house from many years earlier who faced a similar problem.
Essential information for the design of housing Building Type Basics for Housing,
Second Edition is your one-stop reference for the essential information you need to
confidently begin the design process and successfully complete the design for housing,
large or small, on time and within budget. Members of the award-winning design firm
Goody Clancy share their firsthand knowledge to guide you through all aspects of
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designing and building residences. The book presents knowledgeable, real-world
advice for architects, planners, engineers, and developers to create excellent
residential design projects for a variety of housing types. This updated edition offers a
new collection of detailed project examples that represent the best in today's housing
designs, including more information on sustainable design and a fresh look at mixeduse developments increasingly popular in urban areas. It walks the reader through the
guidelines, planning concepts, and lessons learned—from single-family detached homes
and townhouses to multi-family, mid-rise, and high-rise buildings. Coverage also
includes essential topics such as community planning, site layout, zoning and code
issues, parking strategies, and the selection of building materials. This new edition:
Asks and answers twenty questions that frequently arise in the early phases of a
residential commission Provides a number of residential examples—new to this
edition—from the last decade, covering the full range of housing densities Is illustrated
with numerous photographs, diagrams, plans, and sections Shows how to obtain
financing, approvals, and support for developments Includes new information on
sustainability, which is incorporated throughout the book This conveniently organized
quick reference is an invaluable guide for busy, dedicated professionals who want to
get moving quickly as they embark on a new project. Like every Building Type Basics
book, it provides authoritative, up-to-date information instantly and saves professionals
countless hours of research.
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Shows Martin's prints, watercolors and drawings, and discusses the influence of Hollywood
and art deco on his work
This is bad, bad, bad...!! I'm being utterly contaminated by the island!! Miwa and Tama leave
the island on their middle-school class trip...! While the girls are away, handsome young
calligrapher Seishuu Handa attempts his first island broadcast, helps Kuroshi (formerly Hiroshi)
prepare for an interview, and completely neglects his calligraphy! And in the middle of all this
bustle comes the sudden appearanceof an ambulance?! The eighth volume of this
heartwarming island comedy is full of bittersweet persimmons, souvenirs, and good-byes!
A study of two of the most significant prophetic leaders in the twentieth century, J. Deotis
Roberts'sBonhoeffer and Kingis an instructive work in theological ethics. This book considers
and compares the theological reflections that guided Bonhoeffer's courageous stand against
Nazism and King's quest for civil rights in America.
This text presents the basic principles of the installation and operation of fibre optic systems in
varying environments. The focus throughout is on the nuts-and-bolts details of installation
using prevailing industry standards.
WINNER OF THE POLITICAL BOOK AWARDS POLITICAL HISTORY BOOK OF THE YEAR
2014. Published to coincide with the fiftieth anniversary of the Profumo scandal, An English
Affair is a sharp-focused snapshot of a nation on the brink of social revolution.
Painting from the Heart awakens you to the voice of your soul; the voice most of us lose touch
with as life piles up around us. Often we need support and encouragement in order to relax,
release the inner critic, and remember this voice. The guided warm-up exercise in this book is
designed to do just that. It will help you to allay your fears and access your authentic,
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spontaneous expression. If you take the time to paint freely from your heart, your inner wisdom
will become your guide and your creativity will be unstoppable!"
Richard Dunn reconstructs the lives of three generations of slaves on a sugar estate in
Jamaica and a plantation in Virginia, to understand the starkly different forms slavery took.
Deadly work regimens and rampant disease among Jamaican slaves contrast with population
expansion in Virginia leading to the selling of slaves and breakup of families.
This book covers high order finite difference methods for time dependent PDE. It gives an
overview of the basic theory and construction principles by using model examples. The book
also contains a general presentation of the techniques and results for well-posedness and
stability, with inclusion of the three fundamental methods of analysis both for PDE in its original
and discretized form: the Fourier transform, the eneregy method and the Laplace transform.
Made of beige open-weave jute with colored leather accents, Renate Muller's toy animals and
shapes are some of the sweetest, most endearing and simply artistic toys that have ever been
made. They were conceived in the early 1960s, as part of an endeavor launched by Helene
Haeusler at the Sonneberg Technical College for Toy Design in Germany, and were designed
to fulfill the need for large, brightly colored stuffed animals to enhance orthopedic exercises
and balance coordination for mentally and physically handicapped children. Muller's toys
debuted at the Leipzig Fair in 1967, were tested by psychiatric hospitals and clinics throughout
Germany and proved a huge hit. In fact, her alligators and rhinos were so lovable, her fabric
bowling pins so beautifully made, her hippos and elephants so comforting, that they quickly
became coveted by design buffs worldwide, and they have remained so to this day. In 1990,
Muller took over the rights to her designs and continues to hand-produce very limited quantities
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of these classic designs as well as new designs. "Renate Muller: Toys + Design" is the first
monograph on Muller's work available in the United States. Coinciding with a wave of renewed
interest in therapeutic toy design, and with Muller's first solo exhibition, at R 20th Century, this
volume inspires and delights in equal measure.
Introductory text examines classical quantum bead on a track: state and representations;
operator eigenvalues; harmonic oscillator and bound bead in a symmetric force field; bead in
spherical shell. 1992 edition.
Edited by Jarg Schellmann. Essays by Dierk Stemmler, Joan Rothfuss, Jarg Schellmann and
Peter Nisbet. Afterword by James Cuno and Kathy Halbreich.
This how-to kit contains the complete directions for building the best known furniture designs
by Gerrit Reitveld documented with working drawings, measurements, details, material lists,
and assembly directions along with a separate workbook.
This is the first and only book to combine the concept of shareholder value creation with the
financial reporting process. Readers will discover the clear links between shareholder value
creation, the financial accounting statements, and the market value of the firm. They'll also
explore the steps leading from good decisions by management to strong financial statements,
and higher shareholder value and stock prices. Throughout the pages, the authors strike an
effective balance among the mechanics underlying the preparation of the statements, the
measurement issues behind the mechanics, and the economic context in which the statements
are prepared and used.
In Simon Bloom, The Gravity Keeper, Simon Bloom and his friends used the Book of Physics
to narrowly defeat villainess Sirabetta. Now Simon?s nemesis, stuck as a helpless thirteenPage 10/14
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year-old, wants revenge. In this exciting sequel, Simon and company must enter the
mysterious undersea realm of the Order of Biology to fi nd Sirabetta before she can restore her
powers. Aided by old allies and some new ones, the kids struggle with fi erce beasts,
dangerous enemies, and their own evolving abilities. Blending humor, suspense, and
science?and throwing new octopus powers into the mix?Michael Reisman brings us another
outstandingly original adventure.

"Primary care is the new frontier for preventing suicide and Bryan and Rudd are its
pioneers, offering wisdom and guidance based on their experience in bridging
behavioral health care to the primary health care setting. This is a truly significant
reference." Lanny Berman, PhD, ABPP Executive Director, American Association of
Suicidology President, International Association for Suicide Prevention "In their
pragmatic and useful book titled Managing Suicide Risk in Primary Care, Bryan and
Rudd provide an essential reference guide for health care professionals working in
primary care settings."--PsycCRITIQUES "This book offers a comprehensive approach
that can help the physician become competent to assess and intervene with suicidal
risk as well as lessen his or her anxiety when dealing with patients at suicide risk.
Needless to say, this can be a life and death matter for some patients... One of the
great strengths of this book is how they have adapted insights and interventions from
traditional mental health care for the uniqueness of primary care... I highly recommend
this book for any professional working in primary care. It will be taken off the shelf for
reference and reviewed many times in the course of a career."--Family Medicine
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Journal Roughly forty-five percent of individuals who commit suicide make contact with
a primary medical provider in the month prior to their death; nearly twenty percent make
contact within one day of their death. This practical guide demonstrates how the
primary care setting-an increasingly important provider of mental health treatment-can
be an effective place for preventing suicide and providing ameliorative care. Firmly
grounded in the clinical realities of primary care, Bryan and Rudd address the key
issues that often plague behavioral health consultants (BHCs) in such settings where
appointments are brief, patient contact is limited, and decision making and treatment
are collaborative. They offer effective strategies for BHCs to manage patients across a
suicidal crisis beginning with the development of procedures prior to crisis, steps to take
during a crisis, planning for post-crisis care, transition to specialty mental health
facilities, and legal issues. Key Features: Targets techniques for suicide assessment
and prevention in primary care settings Addresses the clinical realities of working in a
primary care setting and how to adapt them to the needs of suicidal patients Covers
clinical protocols, legal issues, and risk management Discusses the formation of
collaborative relationships with patients and staff Provides brief interventions with
suicidal patients and post-crisis strategies Written by leading specialists in behavioral
health, primary care, and suicidology
Wiping out humanity is his number one objective—until he meets her. Aramus has no
patience or sympathy for the excuses humanity uses to hunt cyborgs down and
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eradicate them. He’s put up with too much at their hands to ever forgive and forget. But
all that changes when he rescues a fragile human doctor who refuses to see him as a
machine. She teaches him that perhaps not all emotions are a weakness and that love
can make even a cynical cyborg like him stronger. And for those who’d mock his
change of view or threaten his female? Go ahead. His iron knuckles could use some
exercise. Cyborgs More than Machines series: C791, F814, B785, Aramus, Seth,
Adam, Avion Genre: A Cyborg romance with dark humor, an alpha male, some humans
you'll hate and cool twists. (genetic engineering, sci-fi romance, space opera, fantasy
romance, futuristic romance, dark romance, paranormal romance, sfr, cyborg romance)
Bobby Foster, carhop at the chic Cafe Comedie, is going to the gas chamber. He's
already confessed to the murder of Tracy Kostakos, the club's rising star. But two years
after the crime, Tracy's body is still missing and Bobby's confession is full of holes. All
Souls Legal Cooperative's final appeal sends San Francisco's number one PI Sharon
McCone behind the footlights into the super-charged arena of anxious club owners and
aspiring young hopefuls, into the fractured world of Tracy's privileged family and the
mind of a young comedienne who was not the good little girl they thought they knew,
and into a labyrinth of death and deception where someone will kill to laugh last and get
away with murder.
Examines the life and music of Richard Wagner and analyzes the controversy
concerning the composer's anti-Semitism and political views
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THE #1 KINDLE BESTSELLER. 'A beautiful, unconventional, uplifting love story' Paige
Toon on One Step Closer To You. Perfect for fans of The Bucket List to Mend a Broken
Heart. What do you do if you're 34, single and recovering from being jilted two weeks
before your wedding day? This is Gilly Brown's dilemma. While friends are marrying
and having children Gilly finds herself alone in London and holding on to her fractured
family with their tragic past. At least she has her dog Ruskin and her dog-walking
friends. But it's time to meet new people, Gilly gets a Monday to Friday lodger:
handsome reality television producer Jack Baker. Gilly falls for Jack's charm and is
transported into an exciting social whirlwind of parties, dining out and glamour. Guy, the
newest recruit to her dog-walking group, isn't quite so convinced about Jack's
intentions. As Guy watches them grow closer, his suspicions of Jack and his feelings
for Gilly deepen. Is Jack so perfect after all... and what exactly does he get up to at the
weekends?
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